O*NET ASSIGNMENT

1. Go to http://online.onetcenter.org/ and click on “Skills Search.”

2. Select skills from at least three of the six skill groups below. Select as many skills as you have, or that you plan to acquire. Select the skill by clicking on the box to the left of each one.

   Basic Skills
   Social Skills
   Complex Problem Solving Skills
   Technical Skills
   Systems Skills
   Resource Management Skills

3. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and select “Go” if you are satisfied with your choices or “Reset Selections” if you want to delete all of your selections and start over.

4. Pick five to ten (5-10) of the occupations on the list produced by O*Net, and write the names here:
   1.  
   2.  
   3.  
   4.  
   5.  
   6.  
   7.  
   8.  
   9.  
   10.  

5. For each of the those occupations, click on “Skills Matched” on the far left of the occupation title to see exactly how many skills matched and how much you would be required to use that skill in the job. After reviewing this, list the three job titles in order of how well they matched, and list how many skills matched for each.

   Best Match: Number of skills matched:
   Second Best Match: Number of skills matched:
   Third Best Match: Number of skills matched:

6. For the Best Match, print out the “Summary” for the occupation (“Summary” can be found by clicking on the link in the job title). When you are finished with the assignment, please attach the “Summary” and turn it in to your instructor.
7. At the bottom of the “Summary” screen, find the “Wages & Employment Link.” Select “Ohio” (or another state if you would like to move), then click “Go.”

What is the median salary for this position in the state you selected? ____________
Is employment in this field predicted to rise or fall between 2006 & 2016? ____________

8. Using the information you have printed in the “Summary,” answer the following questions.

What would be your three favorite tasks if you held this job?
What would be your three least favorite tasks in this job?
What classes have you taken that correspond with the knowledge needed for this job?
What skills have you developed in past jobs or volunteer experiences that relate to the skills required for this job?
What abilities would you have to work on developing to prepare for job like this?
Do the work context items listed for this job correspond with your work values?
What educational level of attainment is suggested for this job?

Please list your Holland Code. _________________
List the interests identified for this position. _________________
Do they match? If yes, how many match? _________________
If no, why do you think there is a disconnect?

List at least three related occupations: